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Chairman
Mike France

What a commitment mountain rescuers give every
year to fellow walkers and climbers that go on the hills
and mountains in England Wales. Time and time again
they drop what they’re doing to go out in all weathers,
day or night, with no idea when they will be returning
from helping others in difficult situations. So how can we
keep this voluntary service sustainable?

Only with your help. Donating money
to your local team helps buy new
equipment and keeps the team afloat.
Thinking about your next action when
out on the moor or mountain can also
be a great help. Checking you’ve got
everything you will and may need in
your personal kit, this task alone can
save hours of work for many teams. 

Mountaineering and hill walking can
often be about pushing your boundaries
but taking unnecessary risk is never good. 

2016 turned out to be one of the
busiest years on record for so many
teams. It doesn’t seem so long ago
when the ‘busy’ teams were recording
double figure call-outs per year, but
over the last few years these numbers

have crept up to over a hundred calls
per year. This year we had a team that
recorded 212 call-outs. That’s mountain
rescue volunteers dropping what they
are doing and going into the mountains
to help someone in difficulty over and
over again. Many of these call-outs are
genuine accidents but some could be
avoided with a bit of better pre-planning.

The more we do, on top of our
mountain rescue work — whether that’s
helping at local and major flooding
events, being the main resource when
looking for a vulnerable missing person
in urban areas, giving safety cover at fell
races, mountain bike events, and more
besides — the more the public expect
of this voluntary rescue service. And the
longer our shopping list of equipment
becomes to cover these different jobs,
the greater the cost to teams. We are,
without question, the victims of our own
success. 

So is this voluntary rescue service
sustainable? Yes, but we will need to
change, and change is hard. It would
be so easy to say let’s stop as we are,
that’s the wishful thinkers in us all. We will
continue offering a free service for the
people we rescue. It is part of our ethos
that mountain rescue is a free service
to our fellow walkers and climbers, no
matter how they got to the point of
needing rescue. 

We will continue improving our training
standards. Mountain rescuers today are
very technically skilled people, quite
apart from the great hill craft knowledge
they have. Information technology in
mountain rescue has changed so much

in the last few years helping immensely
with many rescues. Working closely with
the police, fire and ambulance services,
developing better relationships with our
local resilience forums and other
organisations including UKSAR, all make
us a stronger service, with the highest
standards of skills available to us. 

It’s always worth saying that it’s not
only the mountain rescue members who
give all this time, it’s their partners, their
children, their employers and friends. Of
the 3000 operational members there are
thousands of others that support them,
some waiting anxiously for loved ones
to return home. And, sadly, sometimes
they don’t — as we found to our cost in
the Peak District last year. Mountain
rescuers give their lives and we fight for
handouts.

Thank you to all the companies that
now support the work of Mountain Rescue
England and Wales. You do make a
difference. VARTA is a great support by
giving every team packs of batteries.
Money from Go Outdoors and the JD
Foundation buys equipment and, this
year, JD Foundation money will help us
provide all teams with new digital radios.
The financial support from these
companies will help MREW this year in
taking on a professional fundraiser, a
major step for the organisation.

This is a great organisation to be part
of, full of very generous, caring people
and all we ask is for you to think about
your actions when on the hills and
mountains and if you can help in any
way please contact us.

Mountain and Cave Awareness
Weekend: Once again, in 2017, this event
is taking place across England and Wales
as the clocks go back, on 29 October. It’s a
notoriously busy time for teams, as the

nights suddenly draw in closer and the
weather turns colder and a great opportunity
to get to know and support your local team
and also learn a few tips to keep you safe
through the winter.

Key Date

Main photo: Holme Valley team members try out
their new kit © Holme Valley MRT.   Inset: Lakes
team members on exercise with the Coastguard
helicopter © Nick Lumb.   Top: Keswick team
members evacuate a casualty down the path from
Honister Slate Mines © Rob Grange Photography.

Front cover: Central Beacons team members
gather for the BBC Ident photoshoot © BBCe.

The Annual Review is designed by Judy Whiteside,
written and edited by Judy Whiteside and Sally
Seed, with contributions attributed where applicable.
Copyright for images belongs to the individual
photographer as credited.
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This year’s facts
and figures

A summary of the last five years mountain and non-mountain incidents
and accidents for teams in Mountain Rescue England and Wales

                 Mountain        Non-mountain           Serious            Minor 
                                                                          or fatal            or unhurt        Total 

2016          1282               530                            360                 1218               1578
2015          1179               463                            364                 1254               1618
2014          1051               432                            406                 1196               1602
2013          1027               485                            413                 1075               1488
2012          1080               458                            467                 1137               1604

Most regions saw a rise of at least
10% in reported incident numbers —
except the Lake District which has seen
a decrease of over 20%. The most
striking observation was the reduction in
incidents reported towards the end of
the year — much lower relative to the
five-year average for this period. Analysis
continues to try and uncover the
reasons for the decline. 

Having said that anything which
contributes to the reduction in mountain
rescue incidents would be welcomed
by mountain rescue volunteers and
outdoor enthusiasts alike. In this respect,
it is worth highlighting that nearly 500
incidents in the mountains in 2016 were
of the type that lend themselves to
being more easily avoided than the
more serious medical issues or accidents.
Reasons such as getting lost, benighted
or crag-fast, succumbing to minor slips
and trips, or for some reason ‘unable to
continue’ all contribute to this figure.

It is not appropriate to demand or
even expect these types of incidents to
disappear entirely, and nobody wants

to see the wholesale discouragement
of outdoor adventures. Nevertheless, it is
this category of incidents where it is
practical to suggest that improvements
can be made in helping outdoor goers
to avoid needing our assistance.

Similarly, the rise in mountain biking
incidents continues, although thankfully
not at the same rate as previous years.
A cursory glance at the serious injuries
frequently sustained in these incidents
continues to highlight the need for more
awareness of the risks this particular —
increasing popular — pursuit carries.

Thankfully, there were no protracted
major incidents in 2016 that gave rise
to the kind of time expenditure seen
during the floods of the previous year.
Nevertheless, over 80,000 hours were
given in service by mountain rescue
volunteers throughout the year — roughly
equivalent to a company of forty people
working full time for the whole year.

And this recorded effort doesn’t take
into account the attendance at regular
training sessions, or the administration
and organisation that ensure the

teams, their equipment and vehicles
are always ready for the call to action. 

Stay safe in 2017 folks.

2016 has shown an increase upon 2015 in the number
of recorded incidents from teams in England and
Wales, reports Rob Shepherd, MREW Statistics Officer.

Mountain and cave rescue, whether it’s at team or
regional level or nationally, simply couldn’t continue as
the voluntary service it is, without the generosity of the
public and our various sponsors, and the continued
support of key manufacturers and suppliers.

Each of our team members gives
many hours of their time to help their
communities and those in need. They
do it without question and voluntarily.

When the pager calls, they’re off,
often regardless of what they’re doing
or who they’re doing it with. Speak to
the families of any mountain rescuer
and the stories are the same — children’s
birthdays, anniversary suppers, Christmas
dinners, copy deadlines, business
meetings... abandoned in an instant.

And they also put in hundreds more
hours, tending to rescue kit and team
vehicles, making sure the bills are paid
and fulfilling paperwork, maintaining
readiness for the next shout.

Yet, despite all this, they still need to
put in thousands of hours just to raise
sufficient funds to keep their teams in
operation — collection boxes, raffles,
events, personal challenges... even
more time away from work and home.

All this is free of charge to the casualty.
And our team members’ time is given
freely too — and long may that be so.
So we’d like to say ‘thank you’ to all our
supporters, sponsors and fundraisers —
we couldn’t do it without you!

Stay safe, and thank you.

We can’t do any of it
without your help...

How you can support mountain rescue
There are also a number of ways you

can support nationally.

Read our books or buy your
very own miniature Land Rover.
Or a teddy or a badge. Whatever takes
your fancy. Or join Basecamp — the
simplest way to support all the teams.
You can even add a donation with the
Platinum, Gold, Silver and Bronze options.
Go to mountain.rescue.org.uk/shop.

Leave a legacy. A gift to us in
your Will allows you to support our future
— even a small gift can make a big
difference. And it’s the surest way to

fund the equipment and training for the
years to come as gifts are exempt from
inheritance tax, capital gains tax and
income tax, so the charity receives the
full value of your bequest.

Give securely online through
mountain.rescue.org.uk/giving/online-
donations.

Organise an event in aid of
Mountain Rescue England and
Wales or join an existing one and raise
sponsorship. You’ll be providing funds
and raising awareness. It might seem
daunting but, with lots of enthusiasm,

commitment and support, you will find
the experience enjoyable and very
rewarding.

Watch our Mountain Rescue
Film then text a donation. You’ll
find the film at mountain.rescue.org.uk.
Once you’ve seen for yourself the breadth
of work we do, we hope you’ll offer your
support with by texting RESQ41, followed
by the amount you want to give, to
70070. And please don’t forget to tell
your friends. Thank you!

Give via our appeal page —
justgiving.com/mountainrescuefilm15.

NUMBER
CRUNCHING

2074 call-outs
from

32 statutory agencies
of which

1812 resulted in
mountain rescue

deployment

1785 persons assisted

Total volunteer
hours: 81,778

(Operational hours, not including
training or administration).

Rescuer hours:
Rescuing: 

50,138 hours
Civil incidents:
9,680 hours
Searching: 
21,960 hours

*KEY FACT
Only 14 days in 2016
without a mountain
rescue call-out in

England and Wales.

Year          Number of call-outs                         Persons assisted

Woodhead team members take to the water 
© Mark Crawshaw.



Mike France, chairman of MREW said,
‘To receive a cheque for a few thousand
pounds is much appreciated and means
we can make small changes but to
receive a cheque with this sort of value
is a game changer. It has really given
us the means to look at our longer-term
strategy.’

The money comes from ‘bag tax’,
the revenue generated by Blacks through
the government’s carrier bag charge

scheme, and the first cheque was
presented to Mike by Traci Corrie, chair
of the JD Foundation, along with other
representatives of the Blacks and JD
Foundation team. It will be followed by
regular donations of approximately
£45,000 per quarter (depending on
bag revenue), giving around £180,000
per annum for the next three years and
amounting to nearly £750,000 over the
period of support.

Traci said, ‘We know that, as a non-
profit organisation, mountain rescue is
reliant on the generosity and support of
the public to maintain its valuable
community service. That’s why we chose
them as our charity and we are delighted
to be able to give our support and help
them with their long-term planning.’

In addition to the funding from the JD
Foundation, the team at Blacks has
already been working with Mountain
Rescue England and Wales on a number
of joint projects to raise awareness of
the organisation and its voluntary nature.
Mountain rescue team representatives
have spoken at the Kendal Mountain
Festival and also presented at the first
BBC Countryfile Live event. There are
plans for more joint working and projects
during the remaining two years of the
support.

As Mike France said when receiving
that first cheque, ‘This support and
donation will allow our mountain rescue
team members to do what they are
trained for — attending rescues —
instead of spending so much of their
time fundraising. We are absolutely
delighted and a huge thank you goes
to everyone at the JD Foundation’.
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Game changer for
mountain rescue 

The AGM in Preston, in May 2016, included an amazing
announcement of financial support for Mountain Rescue
England and Wales (MREW). The JD Foundation – the
registered charity of JD Sports Fashion plc which owns
the Blacks outdoor group – pledged significant support
for three years and handed over a cheque for an initial
amount of over £218,000.

Main photo: Stretcher assembly © Kinder MRT. 

Top: LDSAMRA winter training 2016 © Jago Miller.

Left: Representatives of the JD Foundation presented
MREW with a cheque for over £218,000 at the
organisation’s AGM on Saturday 21 May 2016.
Left to right: Bill Whitehouse (Acting MREW
Fundraising Officer), Traci Corrie (Chair of the JD
Foundation), Mike France (MREW Chairman) and
Lee Bagnall (Managing Director, Blacks Outdoor
Group). 

...mountain rescue is reliant on the
generosity and support of the public to
maintain its valuable community service.
That’s why we chose them as our charity...
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The team was honoured when the Prince’s Trust asked whether they could use the team’s base in July, as part of their 40th
anniversary celebration which also involved hosting the Prince himself, so he could meet young people who are turning their lives
around with the support of the Trust. The Prince was joined by team leader Penny Brockman and a number of team members, for a
tour of the base, where the youngsters demonstrated a range of activities.

The liaison between the team and the Trust is reciprocal. One group of young people recently renovated and decorated the interior
of the base for their community project, completing fundraising activities to buy the materials required. In return, team members
helped them develop confidence and new skills, taking them on adventure activity days on Pen Y Fan and teaching them about first aid and the
environment. To many of these young people this is a huge undertaking. Prince Charles saw them tackling a climbing wall, climbing rope with prussic
and demonstrating their first aid skills with the support of team members, and he spoke to individuals of the Trust’s team who have secured work after
completing the programme.

Director of The Prince’s Trust Cymru, Phil Jones, said, ‘Our team programme in Merthyr Tydfil is a great example of different organisations working
together to support local young people to move forward in their lives. The Trust would not have existed without the determination of His Royal Highness
to get projects off the ground and guide our strategy over the years. We are delighted he was able to meet so many here whose lives have been transformed’.

The team is proud to be a part of this team building process, says Penny. ‘Many of them come from backgrounds we cannot even start to imagine, yet
they found the inner strength to start a journey to turn their lives around with the support of the Prince’s Trust Team Programme. They are an inspiration.’

CENTRAL BEACONS MRT WELCOMES HRH THE PRINCE OF WALES: JULY

Mountain rescue teams regularly engage with youngsters
in their communities – through talks to schools and other
organisations – and, frequently their young supporters set
about raising funds for their ‘heroes’.

In July, a group of eighteen eager beavers from Settle
raised over £350 for the Cave Rescue Organisation (CRO),
with an evening sponsored walk from Clapham. Led by
Beaver leader Estelle Mortimer and Settle Cubs leader
Michael Gudgeon, accompanied by parents and CRO
members, the walk followed a talk on the work of CRO and an opportunity to get ‘hands on’ with some kit.
The two evenings were part of a bigger project, involving Scouts at all levels across the Ingleborough
District. This Community Impact Project, led by Explorer Scout Tom Haigh, of Ingleton, is an initiative
aimed at getting Scouts involved in their local community, especially through linking with charities. Over
several months, the young people have learned about the work of CRO, got to know the rescue kit and
engaged in a poster design competition. The Cubs saw search dog Glen working in the dark, while the
Explorers took part in a communication exercise, practised casualty care and saw how to use pulleys to
gain mechanical advantage when hauling a casualty up a pitch. Beside the sponsored walk, CRO also
benefited from the proceeds of the St George’s Day Parade and a Beetle Drive. 

‘It’s in everyone’s interests that we work together,’ says CRO chair, Pam Hickin. ‘Local Scouts are,
potentially, team members of the future.

On a sunny afternoon in
September, the Dartmoor
Ashburton’s rescue base
provided the ideal setting for
the team’s annual Supporters
Cream Tea. A great deal of
fun was had as adults and
children alike tried their hand
at climbing, checked out the
specialist rescue equipment,
squeezed into drysuits, got
hung from the rafters on
stretchers and immobilised
in vacuum mattresses.

EAGER BEAVERS AND ENGAGING EXPLORERS GET TO
KNOW MOUNTAIN RESCUE: JULY & DECEMBER

TEA, SCONES
SUNSHINE AND
WATER KIT:
SEPTEMBER

Above: Settle Beavers taking the walk in
their stride. Right: Explorers find out more
about Casualty Care at the team’s
Clapham base, in December © CRO.

Fun in the sun with the swiftwater kit © Dartmoor SRT (Ashburton). 
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INTRODUCING A LAND
ROVER CALLED WILL TO
THE NEXT GENERATION:
JUNE

Last year, a group of Patterdale team
members worked with former team member and
freelance writer, Anja Phoenix, to create a pack
of materials to introduce the team’s work to
primary school-aged children. This was
launched with the handover of the first pack to
Mrs Liz Stewart, head teacher, and all the
children from Patterdale CofE Primary School, at
an event in June.

The pack uses a character based on one of
the team’s vehicles, Will, the Land Rover. ‘I’ve
been creating family walks with my Tale Trails
maps for a couple of years now,’ she says, ‘and
I got a great response when one of those, Eric
the Curious of Hallin Fell, featured a mountain
rescuer.
‘The team hosts several visits each year for

local children and we have some really committed
young fundraisers too, so we know there’s lots
of interest in what we do, but it’s sometimes hard
to explain. The idea of the pack is to explain what
mountain rescue does in a fun and informative
way and to encourage children and their teachers
to ask lots of questions, explore the ideas and
use the pack as the basis for creative writing and
other projects.

Patterdale team leader, Mike Blakey is also
involved in work with children in his day job.

‘Having someone like Anja involved with the
team is a brilliant resource, says Mike, ‘as she’s
got the expertise and experience to write
something like this at exactly the right level and
depth for primary school-aged children.

‘The pack is colourful and cheerful but also
has some strong messages about the range of
skills on the team and the voluntary nature of
what we do. It should be a great resource for
teachers in local schools and we’re looking
forward to seeing the ideas and work that come
out of it in the next few years.’
The pack was launched during a visit to the

team base by the schoolchildren. ‘Our children
are familiar with mountain rescue,’ said Mrs
Stewart, ‘but they still had lots of questions

during their tour and enjoyed finding out more,
especially about the Land Rover ambulances,
the special stretcher and the team’s boat. The
education pack should be really useful in
helping lots of other schools, not as local to a
mountain rescue team as we are, to find out
more about how this brilliant service and its
volunteers work.’

Above: Head teacher of Patterdale CofE Primary
School, Liz Stewart (centre left) and the children
from the school are presented with the very first
Patterdale MRT Education Pack by Anja Phoenix
(centre right) and team members Andy Peacock,
with search dog Corrie (front left) and Berni
Gilmartin (back right) © Patterdale MRT.

Mountain rescue: inspiring the
next generation of team members...
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In January 2017, the Department for Transport announced
that it was awarding almost £1million to sixty-six water
rescue charities for rescue equipment and training.
Sixteen mountain rescue teams across England and
Wales plus the North Wales Mountain Rescue
Association were amongst those who benefited.

‘Countless volunteers in charities across
our nation carry out vital work during
emergencies,’ said Maritime Minister,
John Hayes MP, ‘and it is imperative that
we value and support their tireless efforts.
This round of funding should ensure that
they have the equipment and
resources they need to provide their
round-the-clock life-saving services.’

Two of the biggest awards, each one
over £20,000, went to Scarborough and
Ryedale MRT and Dartmoor SRT at
Tavistock but there were also significant
awards to teams in Derby, Cleveland,
Bolton, Aberglaslyn, elsewhere in the
south west of England and across the
Lake District. In all, mountain rescue
teams accounted for almost 20% of
the £913,000 total.

‘We’re increasingly involved in flood
or tidal surge deployments,’ says Ian
Hugill of Scarborough and Ryedale MRT,
‘but equally important is the fact that
about 20% of our regular incidents
involve search in or around water. This
grant has allowed us to provide full sets
of individually sized and issued personal
protection equipment for each one of
our qualified water rescue technicians.

‘Not only are volunteer team members
now equipped with the right level of
protection for the hazardous environment
we ask them to work in, but they also
have the gear close and ready to go.

This means they are able to respond
more quickly to incidents, whether in our
area and in support of other teams and
emergency services elsewhere.’

Mike Margeson, vice chairman and
operations lead for MREW said, ‘It’s good
to know that central government both
understands and appreciates the role
of mountain rescue teams during
flooding and similar emergencies and
recognises the need for different
services to work together. 

‘These awards also reflect just how
many teams travelled across the
country to help communities across the
north of England in December 2015.

Government grant
recognises mountain
rescue flood work

13

A full set of kit for a water rescue
technician includes drysuit, thermal
undersuit, personal flotation device,
cowtails, knife, whistle, slings,
pulleys, krabs, a throwline and belt,
helmet, waterproof headtorch and
neoprene gloves. Scarborough and
Ryedale MRT has equipped 20 of its
volunteer team members with this
equipment, thanks to the award.

Main photo: Edale team members working with
the emergency services during flooding © Edale
MRT.    Below: Scarborough & Ryedale team
members at work during a flood surge in Whitby,
in January. 
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End of an era

This last twelve months or so has seen mountain rescue
saying goodbye to some of our most influential and
longest-standing team members – men who oversaw
the beginnings and subsequent development of
mountain rescue not just in their own teams and
regions, but on the national stage. Their enthusiasm
and commitment helped create the mountain rescue
service we have today.

Roger Jones, who died in March,
was one of the founding members of
the Ogwen Valley Mountain Rescue
Organisation and a team member for
fifty-one years. Like so many mountain
rescuers since, he first became involved
in rescue through the Scout movement,
when his father was Gwynedd county
commissioner, and would become one
of the team’s founding members.

‘During his time as a team member,’
recalls Chris Lloyd, ‘Roger gained a
reputation for being clearly spoken and
became affectionately known as Jones
the Voice, owing to his being able to
communicate with other members, at
a distance, without the need for a radio!’

A team leader for forty-four years,
and awarded the MBE for services to
mountain rescue, Roger was ever the
team player. 

‘His vision,’ says Chris, ‘helped transform
the Ogwen team into the professional
organisation it is today. And he had a
great interest in international rescue too,
bringing many ideas for equipment
and rescue techniques back to the UK
to try out.’
Tony Jones, who died in May, joined

the Ogwen team soon after its formation
in 1965. Two years earlier, he had left his
native South Africa to further his studies
at the University of Aberystwyth and
joined the university mountaineering
club. At the time, it was trusted groups
of mountaineers who staffed the team.
The Aberystwyth group was one of them
and Tony’s introduction to mountain
rescue in the UK. Over the years, serving
as leader and chairman — and with an
impressive international network — he
encouraged innovation, locally and
nationally, in radio communications,
casualty care and search techniques.

‘In 1992,’ says Chris Lloyd, ‘Tony’s
contribution to mountain rescue was
recognised by TV’s This is Your Life. As a
man who did not enjoy publicity, nor
own a TV, there was some trepidation as
the Wessex helicopter landed and
Michael Aspel jumped out with the red

book. Fortunately there were enough
people on hand to ensure Aspel wasn’t
told what he could do with his red
book!

Born in India, brought up in South
Africa, with the Welsh surname of Jones,
and regularly seen wearing a kilt of
Scottish tartan, Tony led with single-
minded authority but those who knew
him well knew a generous man with a
vast knowledge of mountain rescue. 

Sometimes, as MREW chairman Mike
France notes in his report, a team
member is taken from us not through
long illness but quite unexpectedly and
during the course of his mountain
rescue service. In July 2016, Ken
Blakeman collapsed and died on a
call-out, while walking up Mill Hill in
Derbyshire to assist an injured Duke of
Edinburgh candidate. Chairman and
member of the Kinder team for forty
years, he was also chairman of the
Peak District regional body.

‘Mountain Rescue was a very
important part of Ken’s life,’ says Peter
Doyle, ‘and he made an enormous
contribution to it, particularly in the Peak
District. He was a great ambassador for
mountain rescue, perfectly at ease with
people from all walks of life and always
ready to play any role within the team.

‘Ken was a good person to have in a
hill party, particularly as party leader. He
had a very calm, measured approach
and took the welfare of his party
members seriously. He also laid great
importance on team members’ wives,
husbands and partners being made
welcome at team events and ensured
they got the recognition for the support
they gave. He was a real gentleman’.

Finally, in March 2017, Buxton team
mourned the loss of their president Ian
Hurst, whose involvement with mountain
rescue goes back to 1964. Although,
prior to this, he was already dealing with
mountain accidents as a voluntary
warden with the Peak District National
Park Authority. It was the Four Inns
tragedy, that year, which prompted the

formation of a regional mountain
rescue body.

During fifty years, he served the team
and region in nearly every capacity. As
an incident controller, he was often the
first point of contact when an accident
was reported. Consequently, he has
dealt with hundreds of calls for
assistance from injured and lost people.
He only retired from incident control
duties in 2013. 

His unwavering commitment to
mountain rescue was rewarded in June
2013, when he was awarded the
Member of the British Empire medal.

A lasting legacy will be the book he
co-wrote with Roger Benett recounting
the history and development of
mountain rescue in the Peak District but
he will be long remembered for ‘his
dedication, depth of knowledge, vast
experience and cheerful face,’ says
Roger Bennett. 

It has been a privilege to have had
these four men in our midst. Needless
to say, they will all be sorely missed.

Main photo: Roger Jones piggybacks a rescued
girl in the 1960s © OVMRO.   Inset: Tony Jones 
© OVMRO. Top: Ken Blakeman © Kinder MRT.
Above: Ian Hurst with his medal in 2013 
© Ian & Zan Hurst.
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MOUNTAIN RESCUE
BOOK WINS TGO ‘BOOK
OF THE YEAR’ AWARD:
NOVEMBER

SOCIAL MEDIA CAMPAIGN SAVES VITAL
TELEPHONE LIFELINE: SEPTEMBER

‘Risking Life and Limb: Celebrating Fifty
Years of the Ogwen Valley Mountain Rescue
Organisation’ was shortlisted in November
2016, with the public invited to vote for the
book they found ‘most inspirational through
the year’. 

Described as ‘thoroughly well-researched
and an engaging read,’ the book also charts

the history of mountain rescue
across England and Wales, before
the formation of the Welsh team.
Author Judy Whiteside, illustrator
George Manley and Oggi chairman
Andy Harbach were at Kendal’s
Burgundy Brewhouse on 16
November, to pick up the award.

‘In essence, the history of the
Ogwen team is the history of every
other team across the country,’ says
Judy. ‘It’s a huge accolade for me
but, more importantly, this award

raises awareness of the fantastic work done
by mountain rescue – not just in the Ogwen
Valley, but across England and Wales. They’re
a remarkable bunch of people and deserve
to be acknowledged.

‘There were nine books shortlisted, so it
was a privilege to win against a field that can
only be described as the great and the good
of the UK outdoors! I believe the support for
the book was overwhelming, so a huge thank
you to everyone who voted for me. 

‘And I must thank George Manley for his
wonderful illustrations, and the Ogwen team,
who put such faith in me to write their story.
This was a major project for me, researching,
writing then designing the book and I met
some fascinating characters along the way.’

‘RISKING LIFE AND LIMB’ IS
AVAILABLE FROM THE MREW
WEBSITE: BIT.LY/2HHZULV

Social media is a valuable tool for mountain rescue teams, in both fundraising
and helping spread awareness of their work but, in September, it proved invaluable
in persuading a local council to change their mind about a vital telephone box.

Keswick MRT launched a campaign, via their Facebook page, following news
that BT had decided to remove a payphone at Seathwaite which has served as an
emergency lifeline over the years for many walkers and climbers in difficulties. A
notice posted to the site said that the phone had enjoyed little use over a significant
period of time. Members of the public had 42 days to register their objections with
the local authority planning department.

‘Although this phone box may get little day-to-day use in this age of mobile
phones,’ ran the team’s post, ‘it has been a real lifeline during emergencies. There
is no phone reception on any network at the head of the valley and so it remains
the only public form of communication to the police and mountain rescue.’
Within hours, the post had been shared 8682 times and the number of objections

registered with Allerdale Borough Council was said to have topped 10,000 and
still rising. The response on Facebook was nothing less than phenomenal, with
many people recounting stories of their own experience of needing this telephone.
BT’s decision to remove the box had been prompted by a national review of its

payphones which found that usage had dropped by 90% in the past decade – thanks
to the mobile phone. Maintenance costs were also, inevitably, cited as a factor.
But, within days, they had rescinded
their decision, having established that
‘the removal of the payphone could
prevent a call to the emergency services’.
During their ‘removal process’, they
said, they had established that there is
no mobile signal at this location and
removal of the phone could prevent a
call to the emergency services. That’s
good news for those who might need
that payphone in the future.
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Early September saw the launch of our new look website: crisper, cleaner, more white space
and less wordy on the eye than its predecessor. It was a while in the making but hopefully it fits
the brief, which was to make it easier for our supporters to support us and donate – and you’d be
hard pressed to miss the ‘donate’ button now! It also means that our support group Basecamp is
now separate to the shop, making it simpler to subscribe.

The opening pages tell the story of mountain rescue in pictures rather than words, with easy
links to our social media pages and film. More detailed information about the organisation is just
a scroll and click away, with more factual stuff being available as downloadable ‘Fact files’. Currently
there are six of those – focusing on who we are, our history, how the organisation is structured
and the teams work together, how our supporters can fundraise for us and Gift Aid their efforts and some useful advice about staying
safe in the hills. The intention was to have the information readily to hand, without cluttering up the screen, which also makes the site
more tablet and mobile phone-friendly.
The shop too has changed, now operating through the Shopify platform. For now, the merchandise remains the same but we will be

exploring a few new ideas for stock over the coming months.

CHECK IT OUT AT MOUNTAIN.RESCUE.ORG.UK

MOUNTAIN RESCUE ENGLAND AND WALES LAUNCHES
NEW WEBSITE: SEPTEMBER

Patterdale MRT took delivery of one of the last ever Land Rover Defenders in
January – almost certainly the last to go into mountain rescue service.

ONE OF THE LAST LAND ROVERS ROLLS OFF
THE LINE AND INTO PATTERDALE: JANUARY

Top: Left to right: George Manley, author Judy
Whiteside and Andy Harbach (OVMRO chair),
at the awards in November.

Above: The keys to the new vehicle handed over to team leader Mike Blakey 
© Patterdale MRT.

CONCERNS OVER ‘AVOIDABLE’ CALLS FOR
HELP: FEBRUARY

Over one 24-hour period in late February, a number of incidents highlighted the
level of risk associated with walking for winter, unprepared and poorly equipped. And
all the incidents were avoidable, says regional chairman Richard Warren, ‘if the lost
walkers had paid attention to the weather forecast, and been better equipped with map,
compass and torches.’

The first call, at 2.00pm, was for four young females under-20, separated from a
party of 36 undertaking a charity walk up Scafell Pike. The girls were ill-equipped,
had never been on a walk like this before and had been up since 3.00am that morning for the drive from Liverpool.
Six Wasdale team members set off in extremely poor conditions, with forecasted torrential rain and severe winds, and visibility down to 20 metres. Two of
the girls were suffering deepening hypothermia when they were found huddled behind a boulder. The four girls were finally brought down and reunited
with their friends at around 8.30pm after an extremely challenging descent – even for the rescuers.

Meanwhile, a second call-out came in, followed by a third Scafell Pike incident. The latter, dealt with by Keswick MRT, involved more than 70
rescuers from seven teams, a Coastguard helicopter and six search dogs and handlers in the search for a couple who ultimately spent fourteen hours
on the fells sheltering in their bivvy bag. Keswick team members were originally called out to help in the Wasdale search for a family group, including
two teenage children, reported overdue on a walk between Seathwaite and Great Langdale. Two Keswick search dogs and fifteen team members searched
main footpaths in the area as the weather deteriorated. Fortunately, that party turned up safe and well. 

Then came the third incident, to two walkers missing on Scafell Pike. They had left
no details as to their route, but told the hotel they would be parking at Seathwaite.
Weather conditions had worsened, and visibility was minimal. Information trickled in
that the couple were obviously inexperienced, and not particularly well-equipped for
bad weather. The two teams, assisted by Duddon and Furness MRT covered as much
of the ground as possible, but conditions got to the point where team members could
no longer stand up in the driving wind and rain, and the search was halted.
At 8.00am next morning, seven teams, four search dogs and the Prestwick Coastguard

Sikorsky S-92 set out again to search in improving conditions. After three hours, the
pair were found in Eskdale by a member of Duddon & Furness MRT – cold, exhausted
and stunned by the ferocity of the weather. They had spent fourteen hours in a plastic
bivvy bag, waiting for daylight and a break in the weather, before trying to walk out. Their
bivvy bag may well have saved their lives.

The couple’s rescue involved 22 Keswick team members and 49 from the Penrith,
Cockermouth, Kirkby Stephen, Wasdale, Duddon & Furness and Langdale Ambleside
teams. The team members were involved in the search for just over eleven hours. 

Left: Upper Eskdale, on an altogether calmer day © Bob Smith (grough.co.uk).   
Above: The ‘Scafell Triangle’ © Crown copyright and database rights [2016].
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4x4 driver training
programme rolls out

to the regions
When a team member steps up to the driving seat in a
team vehicle, they are not just taking control of one of
their team’s biggest assets, both operationally and
financially, they also carry a responsibility for the safety
and wellbeing of their team colleagues on board, as
well as any casualty. Good driving skills are important,
and well-delivered driver training is essential.

With this in mind, MREW has embarked
on a national training programme by
which in-house, RoSPA-accredited driving
instructors are already delivering training
courses to team colleagues within their
own regions.

There are now 41 instructors throughout
the country, each having passed a four-
day course delivered by AA DriveTech,
under the watchful eye of independent
assessors. In October 2016, the process
of dissemination began, with the first
two-day driver training courses taking
place in the PenMacra region, swiftly
followed by courses for team members
in South Wales and Mid Pennine.

‘The course covers the underlying
mechanical principles of 4x4s,’ says Neil
Richards, from PenMacra, ‘and how to
drive them safely and effectively. There’s
a short written exam and a brief driving
assessment.

‘The course builds the students’
confidence in themselves and in their
vehicles. We drove the steepest slopes
we’d ever driven on, and would never
have attempted before the course.

‘Canes made a muddy track more
challenging, overcoming cross-axles,

leaving ruts and choosing the best line
of travel. We all agreed that on a shout,
if the casualty was at the end of such a
section, it would be far better for team
members to go get them whilst the driver
turned the vehicle round! The aim is still
to recover the casualty quickly and safely,
not to get the 4x4 as far as possible.’

In South Wales, the theme of the
weekend was ‘as slow as possible, as
fast as necessary,’ says Huw Jones, of
Central Beacons MRT. 

It’s a theme which was echoed by
Paul Brain, of Bolton MRT, who attended
the Mid Pennine course. ‘The Friday
evening theory session gave us all a
few golden rules,’ he says. ‘Then we
were let loose in a quarry with the team
vehicles, for seven hours on the Saturday.’
Rules such as ‘if in doubt, bottle out!’

In short, the MREW 4x4 driving course
aims to deliver tailored, cost-effective
training to team members – using
recognised instructors – that is consistent
across England and Wales and also
includes driver assessment for each
driver’s team records. 

And, adds Neil Richards, it’s fun too!

This may look easy but this ‘cross-axle’ got
one driver temporarily stuck © PenMacra.

During the floods in York, having swiftwater
technicians walk the route helped keep the
driver’s dry feet © PenMacra.

You can drive a long way on peat, but if it
was wetter, could you get the vehicle going
again? © PenMacra.

The course covers all types of 4x4s, not
just Land Rovers © PenMacra.
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Main photo: Rocky road to rescue
© Bolton MRT.   Left: Tackling the
water feature © Calder Valley SRT.
Top: Getting muddy © Morgan James
Photography.
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When Huw Jones MBE, press officer for Central Beacons
MRT, said ‘Yes’ to the team taking part in some filming with
documentary photographer and director, Martin Parr,
he wasn’t quite sure how the resulting images would be
used but it seemed a good opportunity and worth a go.

Priceless media
coverage

‘I’ve been in the team for over thirty-
five years,’ says Huw, ‘and we’ve always
had a proactive, cooperative approach
to working with the media. 

‘We’ve worked with a lot of film and
TV crews over the years and we don’t
tend to get too excited about it all. I
think it’s fair to say that we weren’t fully
appreciative at the beginning of quite
how big this one was going to be!’

And big it certainly was, with a group
of team members, clearly identified as
Mountain Rescue, filmed by Martin and
his team and then featuring in one of
the new 2017 BBC1 idents ahead of
programmes such as Countryfile, the
Six O’Clock News and, most high profile
of all, the final instalment of Sherlock at
peak time on a January Sunday evening.

‘If Mountain Rescue had to pay
commercial rates for the time on screen
of these new idents, we’d need a budget
of thousands if not more,’ says MREW
press officer, Andy Simpson, ‘so this was
priceless. It was also brilliant that the
director and his team approached us
as they wanted to feature mountain
rescue. 

‘I put the opportunity out for the teams
to consider as they specifically wanted
a Welsh team to take part to add to
their spread of groups involved.’

Huw Jones met with the location team
at the start of December 2016 and, after
looking at a couple of local options
around the team’s base in Merthyr Tydfil,
they selected an area known as Neuadd
Valley in the Brecon Beacons. Filming

took place shortly afterwards with just
half a day to capture a group of team
members gathering in various moods.

‘There was the usual need for multiple
shots while lighting, angles and positioning
were tweaked,’ says Huw, ‘but the crew
also needed to capture three different
versions — a serious one, a relaxed one
and then more of a laughing and joking
one. Add to that getting Mike Marchant’s
search dog in training, Floss, to look in
the right direction and it was a busy
morning.’

But the publicity and public awareness
of MR created by the idents is proving
to be invaluable. They will run all year,
along with others featuring everything
from sea swimming to wheelchair rugby.

‘While some people can be a bit
cynical about this sort of exercise,’ says
Huw, ‘we’ve been flooded with
compliments, some friendly mick-taking
and the social media side of our PR has
been overwhelmingly positive. We’re
very proud to be representing mountain
rescue across the UK with this scale of
exposure.’

WHO’S WHO IN CENTRAL
BEACONS AND WHAT DO
THEY DO FOR A DAY JOB?

Roughly left to right: Alan Strudwick
(geologist in the oil and gas industry;
Zoe Sayers (hazard and risk
consultant); Roger Evans (self-
employed garage owner); Vicky
Ashton (works in an insurance
company); Mike Marchant (incident
controller, dog handler and civil
servant); Floss (search dog in training
and family dog in her spare time);
Sian Lake (team secretary and retired
teacher); Dave Cross (deputy team
leader, incident controller and
electronics engineer); Dale Jenkins
(water company manager); Huw Jones
MBE (deputy team leader, incident
controller and civil servant); Lee
Faulkner (banking); and Ryan Atkinson
(self-employed camera assistant). 
Images courtesy of the BBC.
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The SARCALL communications system is now
firmly established across mountain and cave rescue,
enabling teams to communicate with each other
and with their colleagues in the emergency services
during incidents. Over the last few years, it has
proved invaluable in multi-agency incidents such
as flooding and missing person searches, where
resources are pulled in from outside the primary
area to work together. It continues to develop as
an operational tool, in order to meet the ever-growing
complexities of today’s mountain rescue service
and what better place to try out a few new features
than Glastonbury, the largest annual public music
event in the UK?
Visited by about 180,000 people over four amazing

days, the festival is situated on the 900-acre Worthy
Farm, between Bristol and Yeovil with a perimeter
fence some 11km in circumference, and attracts
some of the biggest names in contemporary music.
Last year’s acts included Coldplay, Adele, Ellie
Goulding, ZZ Top, Squeeze, ELO, Muse and Laura
Mvula, together with more than a hundred other
big-name acts. 

‘The SARCALL involvement started during a
casual discussion with Chris Onions of Ogwen
Valley MRO, while we were descending the mountain
together after an incident,’ says John Hulse, the
system’s creator. ‘A few months later, with the
support of the MREW Executive, we had agreed to
fully support the Devon and Somerset Fire and
Rescue Service (DSFRS) with the use of SARCALL
for their Glastonbury Festival operation.

‘It was a great opportunity to field-test a range
of new features in a high-intensity major event, and
also to strengthen relationships with our key partners,
together with learning more about how large multi-
agency operations really work. All of which feeds
directly into the MREW Major Incident Task Group.

‘The link between the mountain and cave teams
within PenMacra and DSRFS has been growing

over the years with some recent very kind donations
of vehicles to all the teams in the region. Jon
Whiteley, team leader of Devon Cave Rescue and
one of the system admins for SARCALL, led the
project. Paul Cross of DSFRS was the lead contact
and Alex Hanson of DSFRS (and vice chairman of
the Chief Fire Officers Association Water Rescue
Group) was instrumental in the success. Alex is
also a long term friend of mountain rescue and a
member of Dartmoor SRT Plymouth.

‘The operational requirement for Glastonbury
was to enable robust, secure remote communication
between the DSFRS personnel at the Exeter Fire
Control Room and the DSFRS on site Fire Desk
(local control), as well as interacting with the
DSFRS Silver commanders, together with response
to incidents. All low level fire events at the festival
were managed by the on-site Glastonbury Fire
Limited. Throughout the festival, calls for assistance
came via two routes: requests by the festival event
organisers or direct 999 calls needing DSFRS
support.

‘These were routed through to the festival fire
desk and appropriate assets dispatched. Due to
the size of the festival, all incidents were notified
to DFRS Silver at the festival using SARCALL. The
response was managed by the fire desk and Silver
commander in the multi-agency Silver room, in
one of the big barns on site, with SARCALL tracking
and reporting progress’.

To ensure SARCALL was used efficiently at this
major event, Jon Whiteley provided training and
close support to the point that he was embedded

in the fire service team – a great opportunity not
just to learn more about the very impressive multi-
agency Silver operation for the event, but also to
fully experience the ocean of mud and enjoy the
Adele set on Saturday night!
The key new feature tested was Task Manager,

developed by the SARCALL team after feedback
from the MR Silver and Bronze experiences at the
Cumbria and York floods in December 2015. Those
debriefs identified that the SARCALL Incident Log
design could be improved to simplify management
of complex wide-area operations. Task Manager
delivers a hierarchical means of breaking the SAR
operation into numerous tasks and enabling users
to progress each task through a managed workflow.
‘Given the likely requirement of mountain rescue

to support more wide-area flood operations or
challenging larger searches,’ says John, ‘Glastonbury
proved an ideal opportunity for us to field-test
this new feature in a complex and high-intensity
environment.
‘We can safely say that, with all the new features,

including SMS messaging and logging, Task
Manager worked exactly as we expected. We are
confident it is ready for live mountain rescue ops’.
‘A sincere thanks go to the Devon and Somerset

Fire and Rescue Service for their collaboration
with the SARCALL team,’ says John. ‘They enabled
us to field-test key new features of the platform at
the highest profile public event in the UK.
�    ‘It was a pleasure to work with them.’

WHAT DO ADELE, 
COLDPLAY AND SARCALL
HAVE IN COMMON?
THEY ALL APPEARED AT
GLASTONBURY IN 2016: 
JUNE

Top: Glastonbury flags © Jon Whiteley.

As darkness fell on 30 November, a call-out to the iconic Crib Goch tipped the Llanberis team’s incident tally for the
year to a record-breaking 200. (They would reach 212 by the end of the year). Two walkers had been traversing the
ridge when one of the pair fractured their ankle. With low cloud preventing aircraft assistance a party of five team
members were deployed on foot to recover the walker, with a further eleven in support. The casualty was treated for her
injuries before being assisted to a point below the cloud where HM Coastguard’s Rescue 936 was able to retrieve her.

Snowdon attracts more visitors than any in the UK, with team members called to a wide variety of incidents over the
year. They have also seen a dramatic 400% increase in the number of reported incidents over the past decade. 
‘It’s a dubious honour to be the first team to pass 200 incidents in a year and this follows our busiest ever summer with

43 call-outs in August,’ said team chairman Rob Johnson. ‘Every single incident is responded to by volunteers and this
is an incredible achievement for each and every member of the team. My heartfelt thanks goes out to every team
member and the families, friends and employers that support them and allow us to provide this service.’

LLANBERIS TEAM PASS 200 INCIDENTS IN 2016: NOVEMBER

PENRITH TEAM MEMBERS BARE ALL FOR THE
BARE ESSENTIALS: OCTOBER

Left: Rescue 936 prepares to winch casualty from Bwlch  © Alun Allcock.

In a bid to raise money towards upgrading their vehicles, Penrith team members braved
the elements to create a calendar with a difference. Not one of the richest teams in the Lake
District, the team covers a sizable patch, so their vehicles need to be in peak condition.

‘We bared all of our natural beauty to raise money for the bare essentials,’ says Alan
Conway, admitting to being more than a little apprehensive at first. ‘But I ended up getting
into it and found myself suggesting different shots!’

The calendar covers the range of environments in the Penrith patch and it wasn’t just the
chaps who bared all. Emma Johnston says she felt it important people saw that women are
‘very much part of the frontline of the Penrith MRT’. The calendar was launched in October
at Rheged, near Penrith, with the featured team members on hand to help promote it, sign
autographs and thank their supporters.

PEER REVIEW CONTINUES TO HOLD UP 
A MIRROR TO TEAMS: THROUGHOUT THE YEAR

The MREW Peer Review initiative continues to roll out across England and Wales, with
eight teams so far volunteering to ‘hold the mirror up to themselves’, and a further five in
the diary. 

‘The idea is to allow individual teams to gain greater awareness of their processes and
procedures in order to enhance their own performance’, says Tim Cain, who is steering
the project. ‘At our end of year way forward meeting, nineteen teams were represented
and we had observers from Mountain Rescue Scotland. Mountain Rescue Ireland has
also stated an interest in the process.’

Thus far, all those involved have recorded some trepidation at opening up their working
practices to a team of reviewers but, without exception, feedback has been positive, that
the peer preview process has allowed them to plan more effectively for the future.

TRIP TO THE POLO 2016: JULY
Soon after the Duke of Cambridge became our patron,

we were invited along to one of the polo matches which
help raise money for his various charities. Thanks to the
Duke, the invitations have continued and last year was the
eighth year on the trot (pun intended).

‘Some of the money raised over the years has helped us
fund the Princes’ Forum charity days,’ says chairman Mike
France. ‘This year it was a great opportunity to say thanks to
the JD Foundation by inviting them to be our guests.

‘It’s one of those days where you definitely don’t wear
your boots and mountain rescue jacket. We may not have
had the sunshine, but at least it didn’t rain! After lunch and
a charity auction, including some great things to bid for –
all sadly out of my range – we joined an enthusiastic crowd
to watch an action-packed game. Then it was time for the
presentations and afternoon tea and another match.

‘It’s always a long day out for us, with the matches
played well away from the mountains, but we were well
looked after and coming away with another large cheque
makes it all worth while’.

Above: Baring all at Harter Fell © Penrith MRT.

Left: NEWSAR during their peer review in February © NEWSAR. Right: Rossendale and
Pendle team members in December © RPMRT.

Left: William in action, to the right © Mike France.
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Forty-four children and young adults
from Place to Be, Centrepoint, Child
Bereavement and WellChild attended,
along with siblings, parents, carers and
teachers — seventy-nine participants
altogether — to join in with a whole range
of outdoor activities.

The event was held at Holcombe Moor
Army Training Centre, set in the beautiful
countryside of Hawkshaw, and the Armed
Forces and Sodexo personnel who

assisted with all the activities were key to
the smooth running of the weekend.

With everyone at the venue and ready
to roll by early Saturday morning, it was
time to hand out the ‘goodie bag bush
packs’ — the bags themselves generously
supplied by MREW sponsors, the JD
Foundation — bursting with everything a
young adventurer needs to complement
a fun-packed day with mountain rescue:
pencils, pads, bush hats and keyrings
(courtesy of the Army Cadet Force),
along with model mountain rescue Land
Rovers, mountain rescue mugs and
charity event baseball caps.

Then the fun started. Participants were
split into groups for the activities which
included a Tyrolean-style rope zipwire, a
water rescue scenario — with the young
people rescuing mountain rescue
personnel from a large pond — stretcher
handling and open area searching, a
4x4 off-road ride, search dog demos
and a police helicopter fly-in and demo.
And there was also a wheelchair rope
swing and zipwire so nobody missed
out on any of the fun.

‘We were all amazed how generous
the very many volunteers were in giving
their whole day and evening to provide
an experience I’m sure our young people
will remember for the rest of their lives,’
said Barry Lyonette, team leader from
Child Bereavement UK (Cheshire).

‘The way in which everyone interacted
with our group was fantastic. You made
each and every one of us feel valuable,
and the connection you made with the
children will help them come to terms
with their grief in a positive way.’

‘The effort and commitment that went
into the planning and organisation of the
day can only be commended,’ said
Elaine Gilliland, who chaired the 2016
organising committee.

‘All mountain rescue and army cadet
personnel volunteered their time willingly
and without hesitation. The huge amount
of time invested was repaid with the
smiles and excitement of everyone who
participated — not just the young
people and their families but the

volunteers too.
‘A hot brief took place after the event

with team members from the South West
region, who will be running the event in
June 2017. As always, it has been an
absolute pleasure to provide this
service to four of the Princes’ Charities.’

Each year, Mountain Rescue England and Wales works
with others in the Princes’ Charities Forum to enable sick
or disadvantaged young people and their families to
take part in a fun-filled day of outdoor adventures. On
Saturday 25 June 2016, it was hosted by Mid Pennine
team members from Bolton, Bowland Pennine, Calder
Valley, Holme Valley and Rossendale & Pendle teams.

‘...it was the best
day ever. Better than
YouTube or being on
the computer all day.’

Who are
the other
charities?

Centrepoint provides shelter and support to homeless young people, helping
them develop skills for a better future. The Duke of Cambridge is patron. William
has also been patron of Mountain Rescue England and Wales since 2007.

WellChild helps seriously ill children and their families, enabling many terminally
ill children to leave hospital and return home, whilst also supporting their siblings
and parents. Prince Harry is patron.

Child Bereavement UK supports bereaved families, and provides training to
professionals across the entire spectrum of child bereavement. Prince Harry is
patron.

Place2Be is a new charity to this event. It provides emotional and therapeutic
support in schools, helping build children’s resilience through talk, play and
creativity. The Duchess of Cambridge is patron.

Another fun-packed
Princes’ Charities Day

All photos courtesy of the participant teams.
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Wanderer’s Guide
supports mountain
safety message

Since 2014, MREW and VARTA Consumer UK have had
a support partnership in place. This involves VARTA
supplying a quantity of free batteries to mountain and
cave rescue teams, as well as offering a donation to
MREW funds and a significant discount on additional
lights, torches, power banks and batteries. Each team
also receives a giveaway bundle of VARTA products
each year, to be used for fundraising and prizes.

‘Last year, MREW teams used over
31,000 of our batteries,’ says Natalie
Carney, trade marketing manager at
VARTA Consumer UK, ‘which is a saving
of just over £10,000. Add to that figure
the value of the giveaway bundles and
our support was over £22,000 in all. It’s
good to be able to support mountain
rescue in such a practical way and
useful to get feedback from teams on
some of our newer products too.’

In a move to further develop the
partnership, MREW’s PR team worked
with VARTA last year on a project for
Mountain and Cave Rescue Awareness
Day. For the first time, this annual event
was moved to the end of October to
coincide with the clocks going back and
the return to GMT and darker evenings.
Social media and other publicity focused
on walkers being prepared for darkness
with a good torch and either spare
batteries or a spare torch in their bags.

Using advice supplied by MREW,
VARTA prepared and released ‘The
Wanderer’s Guide to Winter in the Great
Outdoors’ in time for the clocks going
back and the publication was available
to download via Facebook, Twitter and

the two organisations’ websites. In the
style of infographics, the Guide features
recommendations to pack back-up
torches, portable power banks, warm
clothing and a hard copy map as well
as planning and preparing for any
excursion.

Mike Margeson, operations lead for
MREW, contributed some of the advice
and information for the guide, said, ‘To
enjoy the late autumn and winter, it is
important to be prepared. Sturdy boots
are a must, hats and gloves are crucial
and emergency rations are never wasted.
It’s also essential to plan your route in
advance, make sure you have enough
power to charge your devices in case
of an emergency and spare torches to
light your way if it gets darker than you
expect.

‘We were delighted that VARTA could
help us spread this vital message as
local rescue teams still frequently get
called out to benighted groups of walkers,
especially in the weeks immediately
following the change to GMT. And we’re
looking forward to building on this
campaign in 2017.’

The Wanderer’s Guide can still be
downloaded from the MREW website
via the short link: bit.ly/2ogUAo0.

Main photo: Keswick team rescues a lady an
injured knee from Sour Milk Ghyll © Rob Grange
Photography/Keswick MRT.   Inset: Navigation
training © Jago Miller   Top: Snowy rescue for
CRO © Bill Batson.
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Our wonderful
four-legged friends

The following article is an extract from one that appeared in the January/February 2017
issue of Lakeland Walker magazine. It was written by Peter Naldrett, author of The Lake
District: A Dog Walker’s Guide, and gives a good introduction to how search dogs and
their handlers work with mountain rescue teams.

Every walker with a reasonable experience of the fells
knows how dangerous it can be out there: the weather
can turn in minutes, transforming mild afternoons into
foggy, dark and treacherous affairs. If the worst happens
and you have an accident, who can you rely on to get
you to safety? The answer could well arrive on four legs
instead of two.

Mountain rescue teams in the Lake
District are ready to be mobilised around
the clock and when it comes to off-path
searches in restricted visibility, their greatest
asset is often one of their highly trained
rescue dogs.

Chris Francis is a member of Keswick
MRT and the handler of Beck, a fully
trained search dog who is on call to join
any of the other teams on a search.
Beck is unusual in that she is a Labrador
and most of her canine companions
on team are black and white Border
collies.

‘Beck is my third search dog and
training for her started when she was a
puppy,’ says Chris. ‘Formal search training
starts when they are nine months old and
the first stage is to get the dog interested
in finding people. Most dogs find it fun
anyway and we try to make it the best
game ever for them, making sure they
have a great time.

‘The second stage sees dogs working
for up to three hours, which is a big
increase, and they start working towards
an assessment.’

The rigorous training is overseen by
the Lake District Mountain Rescue Search
Dogs Association, which holds regular
weekend assessment programmes to

make sure dogs are ready to go out
and find people who are in need.

The dogs are trained over a period of
two or more years with support and
advice also given to the handlers. The
aim is to get the air-scenting search
dogs operating up to 100 metres away
from the rescue team, locating a missing
person and notifying the handler by
barking (or ‘speaking’) from the location.

If you’re thinking it all sounds a bit like
Lassie, then I guess you’re on the right
lines. But Chris told me there were
limitations as well.

‘It’s not a case of holding a glove up
to her nose, letting her smell it and then
off she goes and finds the missing person.

‘The dogs are trained to use their
sense of smell to find humans, but not
to distinguish between different humans.
It tends to work well because when we
go out with the dogs there is nobody
else about, apart from the people we’re
trying to find.’

Training for Beck started with socialising,
basic obedience and making her safe
around sheep and cattle. It soon
progressed, though, to being tested on
a variety of terrain, including rocks,
mountains, forests and footpaths. The
dogs also train in snow and winter

conditions as they’re a valuable asset in
avalanche rescues. Assessments are
tough and come thick and fast – Beck
had to do fourteen of them, sometimes
as many as four over two days.

Around seventy per cent of dogs and
handlers that start the training become
operational and part of the Lake District’s
pool of Search Dogs. For those that don’t
make it, the dog stays with the family as
a pet rather than a trained rescuer.

‘It’s really rewarding when we have a
good result,’ says Chris. ‘There was a find
in 2015 when Corrie, a search dog who
works with Andy Peacock of Patterdale
MRT, found a guy in deep snow on
Helvellyn. He’d had an accident twelve
hours before and the dog found him
still alive.’

Mountain rescue teams are there
24/7 in case even the best planned
day in the fells goes wrong. And those
who become lost or injured off the
beaten track have a better survival rate
because of these incredibly skilled dogs
and their handlers.

• The Lake District Mountain Rescue Search
Dogs Association is just one of several
search dog organisations operating across
England and Wales.

• Outside the Lakes, the National Search 
& Rescue Dogs Association (NSARDA)
represents associations in the UK, Isle of
Man and Eire, including SARDA Wales,
SARDA South Wales and SARDA England.

• Besides air-scenting dogs, trailing dogs
can locate certain objects by using the
object’s scent and drowned victim dogs
search around water, or from the front of a
boat, for human scent particles coming from
the water.

• Search dogs are used to search for many
different types of missing people – walkers
and climbers, children and the elderly,
Alzheimer’s sufferers, despondents and,
sometimes, victims of crime.
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On Saturday 15 October, a major landslide occurred in
the Ironbridge Gorge, Shropshire, demolishing houses,
crushing and overturning cars, blocking the river, and
triggering gas explosions which caused further collapses
within the gorge. The situation wasn’t helped by torrential
rain. Reports of trapped and missing people were
being passed to police and fire crews at the scene...

Such was the imaginary disaster
scenario that unfolded in October for
team members from NSARDA and
Midlands Cave Rescue Organisation,
alongside colleagues from West Mercia
Search and Rescue, RAYNET and the
British Red Cross. 

The possibility of a major landslide in
the Ironbridge Gorge is a major concern
for emergency planners in Shropshire,
as it’s happened before. The speed of
potential flooding following a large
landslide is such that an organised
evacuation would not be practical and
a catastrophic collapse still remains a
real risk.

Exercise SIMUL was a major, multi-
agency trial of what the emergency
services might do following such an
event and how voluntary groups might
function alongside the blue light services.

‘A key objective,’ says Kelvin Lake of
Midlands CRO, ‘was to test systems and
communication paths in an operational
environment. Were the worst to happen,
it’s assumed that mobile phone comms
would be unavailable in the gorge —
considering it’s a major tourist location,
mobile coverage is very poor or non-
existent in many parts of it now!’ 

Shropshire and Staffordshire RAYNET
(Radio Amateurs’ Emergency Network)
provided the main comms for the day,
although rescue teams still had the use
of their own radios for inter-team working.

About a hundred people were involved
in the exercise with the voluntary teams
tasked to a wide range of scenarios,
using live casualties, designed to prepare
for the worst — including rescuing people
from a car that had fallen down a sink
hole, underground rescues, land searches
with dogs and police drones, plus
searching for and rescuing people from
the River Severn.

Casualties for the river exercises were
provided by Shropshire Fire & Rescue —
with their water rescue team acting as
the river casualties — while the Ironbridge
Community Champions and RAF 605
Auxiliary Squadron (Cosford) provided
volunteers for the land based incidents. 

‘Some of the volunteer casualties
deserve BAFTAs or Oscars for their acting
skills,’ says Kevin. ‘They were so convincing
that some rescuers thought they were
genuinely injured!’

Exercise SIMUL was two years in the
planning, for what turned out to be a
very hectic eight hours plus of exercise!

‘None of the team members who
turned out on the day knew what they
were going to face, so team controllers
had to be careful about committing all
their resources too soon or sending too
many to the first incident. For example,
Midland CRO’s first incident was a
report of visitors to a show mine failing
to come out and the entrance being
partially collapsed. 

‘Team members had only just been
deployed to that incident when the fire
service asked for a rope access team
to assist in recovering people from a car
that had fallen into a sink hole. This was
followed by a request from the police
controller in another part of the gorge
that people might be missing in one of
the other tunnels in Ironbridge and could
a team be sent to search for them.

‘Like any large scale exercise, things
got off to a slightly shaky start, mainly
due to miscommunications during the
initial hour or so while things were being
set-up. But individual teams responded
effectively and efficiently — and in a
professional manner — as we knew
they would. As the day wore on, comms
improved, people learned from the early
issues and casualties were recovered
and swiftly handed over to the Red Cross
for transport to the triage centre.’ 

Another aspect of the exercise was
the groups of VIP observers comprising
local council officers, members of the
emergency services and military —
and, of course, the media, which gave

team members the opportunity to hone
their skills in dealing with questions from
the media while still tackling the
scenario.

‘The emergency planning teams
were very pleased with how the day
went and the volunteer response,’ adds
Kelvin. ‘As they hadn’t seen volunteer
search and rescue teams in operation
before, I think they were very surprised
at how well we all worked together and
how professional the teams were. 

‘As a result of the exercise, a number
of issues were highlighted and these
are now being incorporated into the
emergency plans.’Disaster in 

Ironbridge Gorge

‘Some of the
volunteer casualties
deserve BAFTAs or
Oscars for their
acting skills. They
were so convincing
that some rescuers
thought they were
genuinely injured!’Ph
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NESRA

PDMRO

SWSARA

NWMRA

SWERA

LDSAMRA

MPSRO

YDRP

PenMaCRA

Mountain Rescue:
Cockermouth 
Coniston 
Duddon & Furness 
Kendal 
Keswick 
Kirkby Stephen 
Langdale Ambleside 

Patterdale 
Penrith 
Wasdale 
Mines Rescue:
COMRU
Search Dogs:
Lakes District Mountain
Rescue Search Dogs

Mountain Rescue:
Aberdyfi 
Aberglaslyn 
Llanberis 
North East Wales 
Ogwen Valley 
South Snowdonia 
RAF Valley
Cave Rescue:
North Wales CRO
Search Dogs:
SARDA Wales

Mountain Rescue:
Bolton 
Bowland Pennine 
Calder Valley 
Holme Valley 

Rossendale & Pendle 
Mountain + Cave Rescue:
Cave Rescue Organisation
Search Dogs:
SARDA England

Mountain Rescue:
Cleveland 
North of Tyne 
Northumberland Nat Park 
RAF Leeming MRT
Scarborough & Ryedale 

Teesdale & Weardale 
Mountain + Cave Rescue:
Swaledale 
Search Dogs:
SARDA England

Peninsula

South Wales 

Mountain Rescue:
Dartmoor (Ashburton)
Dartmoor (Okehampton)
Dartmoor (Plymouth)
Dartmoor (Tavistock)
Exmoor

Mountain + Cave Rescue:
Cornwall 
Cave Rescue:
Devon CRO
Search Dogs:
SARDA England

Mountain Rescue:
Brecon 
Central Beacons 
Longtown 
Western Beacons

Cave Rescue:
South 
& Mid Wales CRT
Search Dogs:
SARDA South Wales

South West England

Mountain Rescue:
Avon & Somerset
Severn Area

Cave Rescue:
Mendip CR
Gloucestershire CRG

Mountain Rescue:
Buxton 
Derby 
Edale 
Glossop 
Kinder 
Oldham 
Woodhead 
Cave Rescue:
Derbyshire CRO
Search Dogs:
SARDA England

Cave Rescue:
Midlands CRO

Peak District

Midlands

Mountain + Cave Rescue:
Cave Rescue Organisation
Upper Wharfedale 
Mountain Rescue:
RAF Leeming 

Yorkshire Dales

North Wales

Mid Pennine 

Lake District North East

Cave Rescue:
South East CRO

South East

To find out more about mountain and cave rescue in England and
Wales go to mountain.rescue.org.uk or caverescue.org.uk

Where to find your local team

In case of accident or incident requiring mountain
or cave rescue assistance
Dial 999. Ask for the Police

then Mountain Rescue or Cave Rescue

Mountain Rescue England and Wales is a registered charity number 222596.
British Cave Rescue Council is a registered charity number 1137252.

Or find us on social media via 
Facebook: @MountainRescueuk • Twitter: @mountrescueuk

youtu.be/srkBVDU5BQo (English version) or youtu.be/utoHlnrBF8E (Welsh version)




